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Effective interaction between charged nanoparticles and DNA
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We investigate the effective interaction mediated by salt ions between charged nanoparticles

(NPs) and DNA. DNA is modeled as an infinite cylinder with a constant surface charge in

an implicit solvent. Monte Carlo simulations are used to compute the free energy of the

system described in the framework of the primitive model of electrolytes, which accounts for

excluded volumes of salt ions. A mean-field Poisson–Boltzmann theory also allows us to

compute the free energy and provides us with explicit formulae for its main characteristics

(position and depth of the minimum). We intend here to identify the physical parameters

that have a major impact on the NP–DNA interaction, in an attempt to evaluate physico-

chemical properties which could play a role in genotoxicity or, which could be exploited for

therapeutic use. Thus, we investigate the influence on the effective interaction of: the shape of

the nanoparticle, the magnitude of the nanoparticle charge and its distribution, the value of

the pH of the solution, the magnitude of Van der Waals interactions depending on the

nature of the constitutive material of the NP (metal vs. dielectric). We show that for

positively charged concave NPs the effective interaction is repulsive at short distance, so that

it presents a minimum at distance from the DNA. This short-range repulsion is specific to

indented particles and is a robust property that holds for a large range of materials and

charge densities.

Introduction

A crucial point of the regulation of cell functions is the role of

the diffusion of the network active agents (proteins, enzymes)

and the effect of this diffusion on the network kinetics. One of

the key quantities controlling the kinetics of reactions involving

DNA is the time needed for a reactant to find its target

sequence through the complex three-dimensional cell architecture.

As is nowadays widely accepted, the search mechanism of

DNA-binding proteins is accelerated by the combination of a

3-dimensional diffusion in the bulk and the so-called ‘‘sliding’’

process.1–5 The sliding involves a non-specific binding of the

protein to the DNA, far from the target site, followed by a 1D

diffusion along the molecule until the enzyme possibly reaches

the specific sequence, or else enters a new run of 3D diffusion,

and sliding again and again until it eventually reaches the

specific sequence. The probability of it encountering the specific

sequence is enhanced by reducing the dimension of the explored

space. Under this scenario, the protein interacts most of the

time with non-specific DNA sequences (until it reaches the

specific target sequence) and the predominance of electro-

statics during the sliding process is unquestionable.6–11

We recently showed12 using Monte Carlo simulations and

analytical calculations, that a counterintuitive repulsion exists

between the DNA and an oppositely charged protein at

nanometre range. For the concave shape of DNA binding

proteins, and for realistic protein charge densities, the

DNA–protein interaction free energy has a minimum at a

finite surface-to-surface separation, in which proteins can

easily slide. In this study we only considered proteins with

fixed charges, at a unique salt concentration corresponding to

the usual physiological conditions (salt concentration of

0.1 mol L�1). Moreover, we did not investigate the role of

Van der Waals interactions between the protein and DNA.

We intend here to extend our results of the DNA–protein

interaction to any kind of nanoparticle (NP) interacting with

DNA. Indeed, a number of recent papers deal with the

insertion of inorganic NP in biological media, be it for the

development of contrast agents in cellular imagery,13,14 for

their use in drug-delivery processes,15 or to investigate their

possible toxicity.16,17 In these examples, the involved NP are

usually charged, but with a surface charge density which

can be pH-dependent. Furthermore, the characterization of

DNA–NP interactions is often experimentally performed
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under non-physiological conditions. Finally, physiological pH

and salt concentration can vary extensively around their

averaged values, and these averaged values may depend on

the organism or on the cell type. In this context, we propose in

the present paper to characterize extensively the influence of

the salt concentration and of the pH on the interaction.

Moreover, we proceed during our investigation into the

influence of shape and of surface charge density of the NP

on DNA–NP interaction, detailing some aspects overlooked in

a previous study, such as the effect of charge distribution.

We treat the system in the framework of the primitive model

(also refered to in the literature as the continuous solvent

model or as the implicit solvent model), where the solvent is

implicitly described by its dielectric constant. The electro-

dynamic Van der Waals contribution reflects quantum and

thermal charge fluctuations effects on the interaction. We have

chosen to compute this term using an analytical theory. The

electrostatic interaction between a nanoparticle and a

DNA molecule includes an averaged contribution from the

micro-ions surrounding the nanoparticle and the DNA

(i.e. the salt ions and the counter-ions). This term is not

straightforward to compute, as it depends on the equilibrium

distribution of a large number of particles interacting through

long range forces. In order to compute the effective interaction

between model DNA and nanoparticles averaged over the

micro-ions configurations, two computational techniques

are used here which differ mostly in the treatment of the

micro-ions present in the solution. We first run Monte Carlo

simulations, where the excluded volume of the micro-ions and

all N-body correlations between micro-ions are taken into

account. We also perform analytical calculations, using the

Poisson–Boltzmann theory. This theory is a mean field

approximation and treats micro-ions as point-like charges.

Our strategy is the following: we fit the value of some

parameters of the analytical Poisson–Boltzmann calculations

to obtain the best agreement with Monte Carlo calculations.

Thus, we obtain an explicit analytical formula of the effective

interaction between DNA and the charged nanoparticle,

which gives the position of the minimum and its depth.

We can then investigate the influence of some physical

parameters on the interaction free energy, like the salinity of

the medium or the pH of the solution. We also quantify

the range and magnitude of Van der Waals interactions

compared to Coulombic ones. Finally, we obtain a complete

picture of the effective interaction between charged nano-

particles and DNA, and of the main parameters which

control the range and the intensity of the interaction free

energy. These results may be useful in the context of the drug

design.

The paper is organized as follows. Section I is devoted to the

modeling of the system and to technical details concerning our

Monte Carlo simulations and our analytical calculations.

Section II presents the results of the Monte Carlo simulations.

Section III is devoted to the comparison between the analytical

calculations and the simulations. Section IV investigates the

influence of the pH on the effective interaction. In Section V

the range and the magnitude of Van der Waals interactions

compared to Coulombic ones is discussed and our conclusions

are presented.

I. Methods and coarse-grained models of the

system

A. Coarse grained model

Several recent studies of the protein–DNA interaction

during target search relies on spring-beads models for the

macromolecules—sometimes at the scale of the residues—

whereas the electrostatic interaction just reads as a sum of

Debye–Hückel pair potentials between the spherical

beads,18–20 namely DLVO electrostatic pair potentials.21

These potentials of mean force work well in standard colloid

physics when dealing with spherical particles of the same

charge and when the mean inter-particle distance is much

bigger than the Debye length. But, such approximated inter-

actions are not supposed to be valid when the weak overlap

approximation22–24 fails i.e. when the counter-ion cloud

around the protein interacts with DNA charges. Here, we

propose to resort to a coarse-grained model of the system

which mainly focuses on the electrostatic properties of all

the particles of the system, including the micro-ions of the

physiological medium, but not on the internal degrees of

freedom of the DNA. The advantage of this model is that it

takes into account micro-ion correlations as well as osmotic

pressure effects on the charged bodies contrary to the above

cited works. The persistence length of DNA (i.e. the basic

mechanical property quantifying the stiffness of a long polymer25)

is about 50 nm under physiological conditions. Since the

length scale is given by the typical size of a DNA-binding

protein or a NP, i.e. a few nanometres, the DNA molecule is

approximately straight at this scale. Moreover, DNA is highly

negatively charged: double stranded DNA has a net charge of

�2e per base pair. This leads to a linear charge of �e every

0.17 nm or, equivalently, to an average surface charge density

sDNA = �1.0 e nm�2. We thus model DNA as a hard cylinder

of radius 1 nm, with charges along the axis of the cylinder, on

divalent sites separated by a distance of 0.34 nm, corresponding

to the base pair step. From this, the angular anisotropy related

to the major/minor grooves is therefore ignored.

We consider the effective interaction of this model DNA

with charged nanoparticles (NPs). From our previous analysis

on DNA-binding proteins,12 based on the data set of 56 non-

homologous proteins of ref. 7 and 26, we know that the main

characteristic features of DNA-binding proteins leading to a

non trivial interaction behavior with DNA is their positive

charge (distributed over the interval [0.1,0.4] � |sDNA|) and

their shape complementary with DNA, which leads to a large

surface area of interaction (15 � 5 nm2 on average). Inspired

by these results, we model NPs as rigid bodies, positively

charged, with a surface charge density in the range

0.1–0.4 e nm�2, and here, we address the issue of the particular

role of the shape in the interaction of a designed NP

with DNA.

We vary the charge and the shape of the NP, which is either

a sphere or a hard core body with a cylindrical cavity. The

curvature of this hard core cylindrical cavity (one nano-

metre wide, corresponding to the DNA diameter) is varied

systematically (Fig. 1). In most cases investigated here, the

charge of the NP is placed on a single site at a given distance
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under its surface facing DNA. The direct electrostatic force in

vacuum is therefore the same for all the NP shapes investigated,

this allows us to investigate the effect of the geometry on the

ion-mediated interaction between the two bodies. Since the

charge discretization and localization may play a role in the

effective interaction, we have also designed different charge

patterns at the NP surface and studied their effect.

Micro-ions of the physiological medium are modelled in the

framework of the primitive model of electrolytes: micro-ions

are charged hard spheres in an implicit solvent of relative

electric permitivity e = 78.25 (water). The primitive model of

electrolytes explains the less intuitive trends of electrostatic

interactions in solution, e.g. the attraction between like-

charged particles,27–29 or the repulsion between charged and

neutral ones.30 Except when it is specified, the salt concentration

of the solutions corresponds to physiological conditions

(B0.1 mol L�1). The influence of the micro-ion concentration

is considered in Section IV. Micro-ions are here monovalent

ions with a radius of 1.5 Å which is the typical size of sodium

and chloride ions in the primitive model of electrolyte

solutions.

The dielectric constants of the DNA and the NP are fixed to

the solvent, according to the so called ‘‘homogeneous dielectric

constant model (HDM)’’ so as to avoid dielectric discontinuities.

This has been shown to have little incidence on the effective

interaction between small hydrophilic proteins.31 Nevertheless

dielectric discontinuities could be taken into account in an

improved version of the model both for PB calculation and

Monte Carlo simulation.32,33

B. Monte Carlo simulations

To compute the effective interaction between DNA and NP,

we use Monte Carlo simulations. The model DNA, NP and

micro-ions are placed in a parallel epipedical simulation box

(27.5 � 27.5 � 15 nm) with periodic boundary conditions. The

potential of mean force between the two bodies, DNA and NP,

separated by a distance L is equal to the free energy of the

global system (NP, DNA and ions in water). At a fixed

surface-to-surface distance L, this free energy only depends

on the ion distribution and is therefore computed using MC

simulations sampling the ion configurations.34,35 MC simulations

are carried out in the NVT ensemble, with T = 298 K.

Additional results from mVT simulations are obtained for

ten randomly chosen cases and they are undistinguishable

from NVT results. We voluntarily froze the rotational degrees

of freedom of the NP, and studied the interaction for the most

attractive orientation, i.e. when the NP cavity points toward

DNA. This assumption overlooks the rotational entropic cost

when the NP gets closer to DNA and hence underestimates the

repulsion. However, we could estimate numerically (data not

shown) that the semi-quantitative picture resulting from this

study still holds when the rotational degrees of freedom of

the NP are accounted for. Given the cylindrical symmetry of

the model DNA we choose L as the reaction coordinate, the

surface-to-surface distance for the most attractive orientation

(the surfaces being the ion-accessible surfaces). The methodology

used to compute the ion-averaged forces is described in

detail28,34. Each value of force is averaged over 8 � 108 to

109 MC steps. We took particular care to assess the statistical

errors from our simulations. The forces are thus computed:

(i) on the NP and on the DNA (to check Newton’s Third law),

(ii) with a twofold simulated time and (iii) from independent

initial configurations.

The free energy profiles obtained from these MC simulations

are presented in Section II.

C. Poisson–Boltzmann approach

In the previous section we have shown that MC simulations

allow the free energy of the NP–DNA system to be obtained,

and describe the main features of their interaction. MC

simulations are however rather time-consuming. In order to

make a more systematic study of the NP–DNA system,

including the effect of varying pH (see Section IV) and salt

conditions, we introduce an analytical approach, based on the

Poisson–Boltzmann theory. Moreover, this approach allows

us to obtain analytical formulae for the free energy minimum

depth and position, and to give more insight into the physics

of the repulsion.

1. Derjaguin approximation. The simplest theoretical

counterpart of the above mentioned MC simulations program

is to solve the non linear PB equation for each NP shape and

then deduce the free energy landscape in each case. This is

mean field theory and solving this problem often requires

intensive numerical calculations.36 To further simplify the problem

it is common to rely on a proximity force approximation,

namely the Derjaguin approximation,21 to estimate the interaction

between two charged NPs at short distance. In this approx-

imation once denoted by L, the distance of closest approach

between two curved surfaces, the corresponding free energy

E(L) between the two surfaces is evaluated approximately

starting from the interaction free energy per unit area W(h)

between two flat plates at a distance h as

E(L) E
R
AW(h)dA (1)

Fig. 1 Schematic view of the model nanoparticles. (a) Convex (left)

and concave (right) cylindrical NPs; (b) spherical NP; (c) cubic NP.

The height and diameter of the cylindrical NPs are both 5 nm, as well

as the side of the cubic NP and the diameter of the spherical one. The

hollow cylindrical NPs have a cylindrical cavity, of curvature C> = 0,

�0.25, �0.5 or �1 nm�1. The hollow cubic NP has a cylindrical cavity

of radius 1 nm, i.e. equal to the DNA radius.
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where the integral is over the area A of the surfaces facing each

other, and the distance h is a function of the position of the

differential surface element dA over the surface. In the following,

we use the Derjaguin approximation for two cases of a spherical

NP and a perfectly matching concave NP (Fig. 1). The

integration is done over the NP area following the procedure

explained in textbooks.21. The case of complementary shapes is

the simplest one. In this case, the free energy E(L) is proportional

to W(L), because the distance between two surface elements of

the macromolecules facing each other is constant and equal to L.

More explicitly, if Sint is the surface of interaction of the concave

body, the free energy is simply given by

E(L) E SintW(L) (2)

For the case of a spherical NP, the integration can be

performed numerically, once having explicitly written the

surface-to-surface h for any position on the surfaces.

2. PB resolution of the planar problem. We therefore

consider a model in which both the NP and the DNA are, at

first, represented by uniformly charged, parallel, infinite and

planar surfaces facing each other. We introduce the position

variable x such that the two plates are at x = 0 and x = L,

respectively, and indicate the surface charge densities as sDNA

and sNP. The resulting problem is analytically solvable; the

actual geometry of the two interacting surfaces are taken into

account using the Derjaguin procedure.

We compute the free energy per unit area W(L) under a mean

field approximation, assuming that sufficiently diluted solutes

and moderate electric fields, reduce to the Poisson–Boltzmann

(PB) theory.37 Using this framework, the pressure at position x

between the plates takes the simple form:38,39

PðxÞ ¼ � e
2

dfðxÞ
dx

� �2

þ kBT
X
a

naðxÞ ð3Þ

where kB is the Boltzmann constant, T the temperature, f(x) the
electrostatic potential field and na(x) is the average density of ions

of type a at position x. Note that the first term is the classical

electrostatic pressure and the second corresponds to the osmotic

pressure due to ions in solution, when they are assumed to

behave like an ideal gas as is the case in any mean field

approximation for a dilute system. Then, assuming that the ionic

densities follow Boltzmann distributions, we obtain the

well-known Poisson–Boltzmann equation:

be
d2fðxÞ
dx2

¼ 4p‘Bf2nb sinhðbefðxÞÞg; ð4Þ

to be solved with the boundary conditions

lim
x!0

be
df
dx
¼ �4p‘BsDNA; ð5Þ

lim
x!L

be
df
dx
¼ 4p‘BsNP: ð6Þ

In previous equations lB � e2/4pekBT is the Bjerrum length, and

nb = nb�= nb+ is the bulk concentration for a 1 : 1 electrolyte.

It is worth noting that solutions containing polyvalent ions

require the introduction of fluctuations and correlations,

which are neglected in the mean field approximation by

definition, this limits the validity of the Boltzmann distribution

in this case. Various system dependent coupling parameters can

be found to rationalize the range of validity of the PB theory.40,41

However, PB theory is known to lead to reliable results for

monovalent solutions, as those considered in our work.

The explicit computation of the solution of the non-linear

ODE eqn (4) is impossible because it involves elliptic integrals36

together with implicit equations that need to be numerically

solved. Therefore, we directly solve eqn (4) with eqn (6)

numerically using the Maple solver. Once f(x) is obtained,

the calculation of the pressure between the two plates follows

from eqn (3). As in all systems at equillibrium, the total

pressure P is homogeneous, i.e. P(x) is the same at any

x A [0;L], for given L, so that we can write it P(L). By

numerical integration of the excess pressure between the

plates, P(L) � 2nbkBT, we then get W(L), the free energy per

unit area between the plates.

II. Results obtained by Monte Carlo simulations

1. The shape of the nanoparticle highly influences the free

energy profile. As mentioned in the previous section, we first

studied the influence of NP shape on the interaction free

energy, for a constant NP charge. Starting with a cylindrical

shape of both diameter and height of 5 nm, we modified the

NP curvature in the perpendicular direction (C>) by creating a

cylindrical cavity on one side of the solid (Fig. 1). In every

case, the charge of the NPs is given by a single +5e site placed

0.7 nm under the NP surface facing DNA. The free energy

computed from Monte Carlo (MC) simulations as a function

of the surface-to-surface distance L is reported in Fig. 2.

The effect of the transverse curvature C> is remarkably

pronounced: the free energy as a function of L, which

is monotonic for C> 4 0, becomes non-monotonic for

C> o 0 and exhibits then a minimum Emin at a distance Lmin.

For L o Lmin, there is an unexpected repulsive free

Fig. 2 Influence of shape of the nanoparticle on the interaction. Free

energy of the DNA–NP systems computed by MC simulations. The

NPs and DNA are immersed in a monovalent salt whose Debye length

lD = 1 nm corresponds to physiological conditions (0.1 mol L�1).

Except when specified, the NPs are cylindrical, as depicted in Fig. 1a.

The standard deviation of the free energy is 0.2 kBT.
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energy barrier between the oppositely charged bodies, that

reaches B5kBT in the case of perfectly matching surfaces

(C> = �1/RDNA). This behavior is robust: the free energy

curve is only weakly influenced by the shape of the remaining

surface of the NP, as can be seen by comparing with the case of

a cubic hollow NP, for which Emin varies by approximately

0.5 kBT with respect to the corresponding cylindrical case. The

effect of a variation in the curvature along the DNA direction

(noted CJ) is also investigated. Again, CJ only slightly influences

the range of the interaction, as illustrated by the comparison

of spherical and cylindrical convex NPs (Fig. 2). Therefore, we

show here that the short range interaction between two

oppositely charges bodies in solution strongly depends on

their shape in the following way: it is attractive in the case

of two convex bodies, but it becomes repulsive for comple-

mentary shapes, the strongest effect being observed for perfect

matching shapes.

2. The charge of the NP influences the interaction but its

distribution does not. We now focus on the perfectly matching

concave NP (C> = �1/RDNA), where the strongest repulsion

is observed, and allow the NP surface charge density sNP to

vary. This parameter strongly modulates the free energy

profile, as shown in Fig. 3. For an interface of e.g. 15 nm2, if

sNP changes from 0.13|sDNA| to 0.39|sDNA|, Emin dramatically

decreases from �2 kBT to �14 kBT and Lmin decreases from

0.75 nm to 0.1 nm. Not surprisingly, the effect of the increasing

NP charge is to widen and deepen the free energy minimum,

i.e. to increase the attraction. In a less straightforward way,

the equilibrium position moves closer to the DNA surface.

To have more insight into the possible effects induced by the

model, we performed systematic modifications of the charge

pattern on the NP. The effect of the charge discretization and

distribution is studied by changing the number of charged sites

N while keeping the NP charge ZNP constant (see Fig. 4 for

results and the different charge patterns). The free energy is

found to be an independent function of N and of the geometry

of the charge pattern within statistical errors. These results

also show that the free energy does not depend on the

coordinate along DNA. Furthermore, the addition of charged

sites at the surface of the NP but far from the interface induces

minor changes (blue curve). In conclusion, when the pattern

changes at constant interface charge density sNP, the free

energy exhibits only minor variations.

III. Comparison with the PB theory

1. Effective parameters can be fitted to account for MC

results. We now compare the previous results to those

obtained by direct integration of the PB equation together

with the use of the Derjaguin approximation. Since this

disregards completely the surface geometry and the precise

position of charges, the planar approximation is expected to

induce systematic errors in the ion concentration near the

convex and concave surfaces. Such effects are, however,

accounted for by a suitable charge renormalization. We rescale

the DNA and NP charge densities for the two cases of the

spherical and of the perfect matching concave NP. The fitting

parameter is fixed so as to fit the value of the surface-to-

surface distance and free energy value at the minimum

obtained by MC simulations. For all considered cases we use

the same rescaled DNA charge density of seffDNA C 0.6sDNA.

The NP charge density is rescaled instead by using two

different effective parameters for the case of a spherical NP

and for the case of a shape that matches perfectly the DNA

cylinder. A comparison with the corresponding MC results in

Fig. 2 are reported in Fig. 5, these show that the simple PB

theoretical model reproduces the observed behavior for NP of

different shapes rather well, provided that effective parameters

are used for their charge density. Moreover, the same rescaling

factors for both the DNA and the convex NP charge densities

allows us to fit each of the free energy profiles, presented in

Fig. 3, where the NP charge density is varied while the shape is

kept unchanged.12 This proves that charge density rescaling is

a genuine geometry-dependent feature.

It can be noticed, finally, that the effective charge density

for the sphere (0.4 e nm�2) is higher than for the concave

Fig. 3 Influence of the charge of the nanoparticle on the interaction.

Free energy of the DNA–NP system for a set of NP charge densities,

as obtained by MC simulations. From top to bottom: sNP/|sDNA| =

0.06, 0.13, 0.19, 0.26, 0.32. The area of the interface is 15 nm2.

The shape model for the NP is a cylinder of height 5 nm, with a

concave interface (C> = �1/RDNA, CJ = 0). The charges are

distributed on a pattern of 16 sites, 0.1 nm below the surface.

Fig. 4 Influence of the charge distribution of the nanoparticle on the

interaction. The free energy is obtained for different charge patterns

corresponding to the same charge density: N = 16 (orange curve),

N= 8 (brown), and N= 4 with two different geometries of the charge

pattern (black, red). The blue curve corresponds to the addition of two

charged sites at the surface of the NP but far from the interface.
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cylinder-matching shape (0.18 e nm�2). This can be related to

their respective interaction areas: indeed the interface area

with the DNA cylinder is expected to be greater for a matching

NP than for a sphere, thus leading to a smaller charge density.

2. Salt concentration influences the position and the depth of

the interaction well for matching bodies. One advantage of the

plate–plate PB theoretical approach is that parameters such as

charge densities and salt concentration can be changed very

easily. Moreover, the planar problem allows explicit analytical

expressions to be calculated for the well depth and the position

obtained in the framework of PB theory.38 We recall that in

the case of perfectly matching bodies, for which a short range

repulsion is observed, the free energy is simply proportional to

the free energy per unit area between the plates (eqn (2)). As a

consequence, we can use these explicit expressions to directly

estimate what the effect of the salt density is on the short range

repulsive behavior. Let us introduce the range of the electro-

static interaction screened by the free charges in solution, i.e.

the Debye length lD defined by l�2D =4plB
P2

i = 1 riZ
2
i , with ri

the concentration of ion i and Zi the corresponding valence.

We now define the two adimensional charge densities

s0DNA = 4plBlDs
eff
DNA and s0NP = 4plBlDs

eff
NP and finally

the adimensional charge parameter related to the smallest

plate charge density, s0 0 = min(s0DNA,s0NP). With these

definitions, one gets:38

Lmin ¼ lD ln
js0DNAjð2þ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
s02col þ 4

q
Þ

js0NPjð2þ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
s02DNA þ 4

q
Þ

0
B@

1
CA

�������

�������
ð7Þ

Emin ¼
4nblDSint

b

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
js00j2 þ 4

q
� 2� js00jarcsinh s00

2

����
����

� �
ð8Þ

It is noteworthy that the well depth depends on the charge

density of only one of the macromolecules whatever the salt

concentration. As a consequence, if the NP charge density is

lower than the DNAs, eqn (8) provides a simple way to obtain

the NP rescaled charge density (in the case of matching

bodies): it is enough to impose the equivalence between the

right hand side of eqn (8) and the miminum value of the free

energy obtained by MC simulations and solve for s0 0.
The effect of salt concentration on the short range repulsion

can be studied starting from eqn (7) and (8), and particularly

by discussing the position of the free energy minimum.

Contrary to Emin, Lmin is a function of both charge densities.

At the limit of zero salt concentration, it becomes independent

of the ionic strength. Introducing the Gouy–Chapman lengths

for both plates, lNP = |1/2plBsNP| and lDNA = |1/2plBsDNA|.

At low salt, lD c lDNA and lD c lNP and the well position

for fixed charges is given by:

Lmin C |lNP � lDNA| (low salt) (9)

whereas for high salt concentrations it is:

Lmin ’ lD ln
lDNA

lNP

����
����

����
���� ðhigh saltÞ: ð10Þ

The low salt regime distance in eqn (9) has a clear physical

meaning since it corresponds to the situation where the

counter-ion layers of each plate totally overlap. Also notice

in eqn (10) that under high salt conditions the derivative of

Lmin with respect to lD is always positive, which suggests that

the more salt added to the system the closer the short range

repulsion is. These formulae are actually very useful to explain

the physical origin of the repulsion, which is the purpose of the

next subsection.

3. The presence of the well is due to competition between

osmotic and electrostatic effects. The previous subsection sheds

light on the two physical mechanisms responsible for the

attraction and the repulsion. On one hand, when the distance

between DNA and the NP decreases from infinity, their

counter-ion clouds overlap, hence partially neutralize each

other. The resulting salt excess is released into the solution

with entropic gain. This effect reinforces the direct attraction

between oppositely charged objects. This salt release regime

has already been discussed elsewhere.42 For a case when

sNP o |sDNA|, the salt release continues until the anionic

cloud is completely neutralized. When the distance between

DNA and the NP is further decreased, a constant number of

neutralizing cations remain confined between the charged

bodies to maintain electroneutrality. Indeed, since the range

of charge inhomogeneities in solution is lD, electroneutrality
must be fulfilled at larger scales. As L decreases, these cations

get more and more concentrated. Depending on the interaction

area, the resulting enhancement of the osmotic pressure can

exceed the electrostatic attraction and result in a global

repulsion. The PB physical picture therefore explains the

influence of complementary shape when compared to sphere–

cylinder geometry: in the case of complementary shape the

interface is large enough and the gap thin enough (relative to lD)
to give rise to a net repulsion.12

Fig. 5 Comparison betweenMC curves (Fig. 2) and PB theory curves

within the Derjaguin approximation. Plot of the free energy vs. the

surface-to-surface distance. Blue and red points correspond to MC

simulation results, respectively, for a sphere and for a DNA-matching

shape. Blue and red lines correspond to the Derjaguin approximation

used on PB, results for two plates standing for the spherical NP and

the DNA-matching one, respectively. The curves’ fit were obtained

with the parameters: seffsphere = 0.4 e nm�2 for the spherical NP and

seffconc = 0.18 e nm�2 for the DNA-matching one.
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IV. Influence of the pH in the case of matching

bodies

1. Building a pH-dependent model. The net charge of a NP

depends on the charging process. In particular, the solution

pH can induce NP charge variation for cases where charges are

carried by chemical groups with acidic or basic functions. In

proteins for example, the charge is mainly due to the protonation/

deprotonation of carboxylic and amino functions of the amino

acids. In this case, the net charge is positive at low pH, zero at

pH= pI and negative at high pH. For inorganic NP, the value

of the pI depends on the nature of the chemical groups that

give the charge. For iron oxide particles, pI C 7, with a

positive charge at low pH and a negative one at high pH,

but for silica particles, the pI is very low so that only negative

charges are observed. Note that, in contrast, DNA is a strong

acid, and therefore it maintains a constant charge practically

at all relevant pH. In order to study the effect of pH on the

NP–DNA interaction, the concentration of H+ ions must be

integrated in the model by an appropriate description. A

complete picture of charge regulation effects goes far beyond

the framework of this paper. The issue addressed here is

whether the short range repulsion evidenced previously is

robust with respect to charge regulation. For the sake of

simplicity, we therefore focus on the specific example of a

NP coated by neutral basic groups and we model the charging

process as the adsorption of H+ ions on the basic groups. The

tendency to adsorb a proton for each one of these groups at a

given pH is characterized by their pK. In the context of the one

dimensional PB theory used throughout this work, this leads

to a modified boundary condition on the plate corresponding

to the NP. Indeed, the charge is now allowed to vary with

respect to the distance L using the Langmuir adsorption

term:43

sNPðpH;fðLÞÞ ¼
s0NP

1þ 10pH�pKebefðLÞ
ð11Þ

with s0NP the maximal possible surface charge of the NP. Note

that sNP C s0NP for pH o pK and sNP C 0 for pH 4 pK. At

odds with this picture, the DNA charge density sDNA remains

constant and negative. Taking the NP varying charge into

account leads to the modified boundary conditions for the PB

equation (eqn (4)):

lim
x!0

be
df
dx
¼ �4p‘BsDNA; ð12Þ

lim
x!L

be
df
dx
¼ 4p‘BsNPðpH;fðLÞÞ: ð13Þ

2. Dependence of the interaction on pH–pK. We note from

eqn (11) that, at a given ionic strength, the effect of pH on the

effective NP charge only depends on the difference pH–pK. We

therefore compute the plate–plate free energy as a function of

pH–pK and inter-plate distance L by integrating eqn (4)

with the boundary conditions eqn (12) and (13). The result

is shown in Fig. 6 for salt concentration n0 = 0.2 mol L�1

(a) and 0.004 mol L�1 (b). At the highest salt conditions

(Fig. 6(a)), we immediately notice that the free energy displays

a minimum at a NP–DNA distance close to 0.6 nm for pH

lower than pK, while this minimum disappears for larger pH

values. The depth of the free energy minimum is about �5 kBT
at pH–pK = �2.5. This effect is obviously due to the fact that

the effective NP charge density sNP(pH) monotonically

decreases from its maximum value (low pH, i.e. negative

pH–pK values) when pH becomes equal to pK and vanishes

when pH becomes larger than pK, accordingly to eqn (11).

Decreasing the salt concentration makes the free energy

minimum depth larger and the free energy well wider, as

shown by nb = 0.004 mol L�1 in Fig. 6(b). The transition

from the pH o pK to the pH 4 pK regimes results smoother.

The free energy well depth dependence on the pH conditions

can be better observed by plotting the coordinates of the free

energy minima, Emin and Lmin, as functions of pH–pK (Fig. 7)

for a large range of salt conditions, from 0.004 to 2.5 mol L�1.

As expected, the free energy well depth |Emin| decreases as the

salt concentration increases and rapidly goes to zero for

any salt when pH–pK becomes positive. Interestingly, in the

pH o pK region the minimum position Lmin is almost

independent on pH–pK. It decreases with the salt concentration,

but its order of magnitude does not vary significantly, being

bound to the interval (0.2, 0.8). Moreover, for low salt

concentrations nb r 0.015 mol L�1, the values of Lmin are

practically indistinguishable at our level of precision (Fig. 7, inset).

A rough analytical estimate can be given for both the well

depth and position in the case of high salt concentrations. In

this limit, the Debye length is such that even near the NP the

counter-ion concentration is most likely the same as in the

bulk, so that bef is close to zero. In this case, replacing sNP by

s0NP/(1 + 10(pH–pK)) in eqn (7) and (8) allows the minima

properties to be evaluated at any pH–pK value shown as solid

lines in Fig. 7. This leads to a dependence on pH–pK of

the form ln(s0NP/|sDNA|) � ln(1 + 10(pH–pK)) for Lmin and

proportional to (s0NP/(1+ 10(pH–pK)))2 for Emin. These expressions

reproduce the observed behavior at very high salt concen-

trations, but rapidly deviate from it as the salt concentration

decreases, especially for Lmin at which the approximation

starts to fail at nb o 0.1 mol L�1 (deviations are larger

than 20%). The validity of the approximated expression for

Emin extends roughly instead at salt concentrations larger than

0.01 mol L�1 (within 20%, data not shown).

Fig. 6 Dependence of the free energy on pH–pK. Interaction free

energy dependence on L and on the difference pH–pK for s0NP =

0.17|sDNA|, for the case of bulk concentration nb = 0.2 mol L�1

(a) and nb = 0.004 mol L�1 (b). Energies are given in kBT units. Dots

indicate the location of minima for a few values of pH–pK.
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3. Local pH effect. Close to the DNA molecule, the ion

concentrations are strongly modified. The H+ concentration is

also affected by the DNA charge, so that a modified local pH

value should exist. Further modifications of the local pH are

then induced by the approaching NP, due to its positive

charge. In turn, the NP charge depends on the local pH,

which is higher close to the DNA surface. Therefore, one

can reasonably expect that the NP charge will increase when

the NP approaches DNA.

It is interesting to investigate the effects of local pH

by analyzing the concentration of hydrogen ions at the NP

surface, as a function of pH–pK and of the NP distance L from

the DNA surface. In order to compare to the bulk pH, we plot

the quantity �log(nH+(L))/pH where nH+(L) is the local H+

concentration near the NP. The cases of ionic strengths

0.004 mol L�1 and 0.2 mol L�1 for NP charge density

s0NP = 0.17|sDNA| are shown in Fig. 8a. For large L, the local

H+ concentration is lowered by the presence of the NP positive

charge, i.e. the pH is locally increased at the NP surface. The

increment is of course dependent on the bulk pH–pK, because

the NP charge depends on this parameter. Higher salt concen-

trations smooth out this variability, as intuitively expected.

Interestingly, very similar behavior is observed for different

NP charge densities in the range [0.05|sDNA|, 0.4|sDNA|] (data

not shown). When NP approaches the negative DNA surface,

nH+(L) grows and the local pH decreases. The value close to

contact (the lowest distance considered in Fig. 8 is L= 0.05 nm)

this result is closer to the bulk pH, for low salt concentrations.

In turn, local variations of pH should affect the NP charge

(using eqn (11)) when approaching DNA. Since the pH

decreases, we expected NP to become more charged near the

DNA, and this was indeed observed solving the Poisson–

Boltzmann equation with charge regulation, as shown in

Fig. 8b for the same parameter choice. Again, the behavior

is quantitatively very close for different values of s0NP and nb
within the considered ranges. The most remarkable difference

is that the higher the salt concentration is, the steeper the

charge density rise for L - 0.

In summary, local variations in the H+ concentration

induced by both the NP and DNA charges are such that,

Fig. 7 Dependence on pH–pK of the position and depth of the well. The depth of the free energy well is plotted against the difference pH–pK for

15 different salt concentrations from 0.004 mol L�1 to 2.5 mol L�1 (see legend for the color code). All points are obtained by direct integration of

the Poisson–Boltzmann equation with boundary conditions eqn (12) and (13) and determining numerically the minima. The NP charge density

is s0NP = 0.17|sDNA|. Inset: the position Lmin of the minimum computed in the same conditions. Data for concentrations 0.004 to 0.012 mol L�1 are

superposed (the resolution in the determination of Lmin is limited by the PB integration step, i.e. 0.035 nm). In both graphs, the solid lines are the

high salt approximations obtained by replacing sNP by s0NP/(1 + 10pH–pK) in eqn (7) and (8). Only the curves obtained for salt concentrations

larger than 0.05 mol L�1 are plotted.

Fig. 8 Local effects at the NP surface. (a) The ratio �log(nH+(L))/pH of the local over bulk pH at the NP surface, and (b) the ratio sNP/s
0
NP of

the charge density on the NP surface over the maximum charge density, both plotted as functions of the distance L from DNA for different values

of the bulk parameter pH–pK. Here s0NP = 0.17|sDNA| and the salt concentrations are n0 = 0.004 M (blue surfaces) and n0 = 0.2 M

(multi-coloured surfaces). All data are obtained by direct integration of the modified Poisson–Boltzmann equation.
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when approaching DNA, the pH-dependent NP charge density

tends to recover its maximum value s0NP. Consequently, the

NP–DNA interaction becomes close, at this limit, to that

observed for fixed charge NPs as described in previous

sections. The short range behavior previously observed, and

in particular, the presence of ion-mediated repulsion, is there-

fore a robust feature.

We end this section by noting that the local pH in the

vicinity of DNA can be strongly affected by the presence of

divalent ions. Indeed, the addition of divalent salt consider-

ably alters the condensed counter-ion shell because divalent

ions strongly compete with monovalent ones, this leads to a

rapid increase of the local pH (decrease of the local H+

concentration). Strong modulation effects should therefore

be observed in divalent salts in addition to the well known

fluctuation and entropic effects, and will be investigated in

future work.

V. Van der Waals interactions

So far we have studied electrostatic interaction but electro-

dynamic interactions such as Van der Waals (VdW) forces are

also known to play a role in usual colloid physics. In DLVO

theory for instance, electrostatic and VdW interactions are

about the same range of magnitude so that a wide class of

behaviors can arise depending on the type of materials and the

salt concentration.21 It is otherwise commonly assumed that

when treating the problem of NPs, such as proteins interacting

with DNA or with each other, VdW interactions can be

considered as negligible. However a recent work44 has shown

that the repulsive effect predicted above was not observable

between mica plates of opposite charge owing to VdW inter-

actions. This section is thus dedicated to estimating the

magnitude of the VdW interactions for NP–DNA interacting

systems to clarify this discrepancy.

1. Evaluation of the VdW contribution to the interaction.

We consider a spherical NP of radius RNP. DNA is still

modeled as an infinite rigid cylinder of radius RDNA. Neglecting

retardation effects and assuming that each material is not too

dense, the electrodynamic free energy in this non trivial

geometry can be given within the pairwise additivity approx-

imation by:45

UVDW
DNA=W=NPðzÞ ¼ �

pADNA=W=NP

8
fg ð14Þ

fg ¼ R2
NP � ðzþ RDNAÞ2

2ðzþ RDNA þ RNPÞ2
� R2

NP � ðz� RDNAÞ2

2ðz� RDNA þ RNPÞ2

þ R2
NP � ðz� RDNAÞ2

2ðz� RDNA � RNPÞ2
� R2

NP � ðzþ RDNAÞ2

2ðzþ RDNA � RNPÞ2

þ 2zþ 2RDNA

zþ RDNA þ RNP
� 2zþ 2RDNA

zþ RDNA � RNP

þ 2RDNA � 2z

z� RDNA þ RNP
þ 2zþ 2RDNA

zþ RDNA � RNP

þ ln
zþ RDNA þ RNP

zþ RDNA � RNP

� �
þ ln

z� RDNA � RNP

z� RDNA þ RNP

� �

where ADNA/W/NP is the Hamaker constant for the DNA and

the NP in the presence of water, and z is the distance between

the center of the sphere and the axis of the cylinder.

The pairwise additivity approximation is valid for dilute

media such as gases and is not supposed to hold for dense

media interacting with each other. Rigorous derivations for

various geometries have been recently proposed46 for Casimir

interactions and can in principle be extended to VdW inter-

actions. However, they usually do not lead to explicit formulae

except in limited cases where the surface-to-surface distance is

either short or long with respect to the size of the particles. The

advantage of the pairwise additivity approximation is thus to

provide a general analytical formulae for the interaction.

Actually, the distance dependence of the interaction calculated

with both methods is about the same in these limiting regimes.

In fact, most of the discrepancies (that can attain several

orders of magnitude) between the rigorous calculation and

pairwise additivity approximation reside essentially in the

value of the Hamaker constant.47 A good compromise is

therefore to use a rigorous calculation for the Hamaker

constant while taking into account geometrical effect through

the pairwise additivity approximation.

2. Hamaker constant values for different media. When

retardation effects can be neglected, e.g. when the surface-

to-surface distance is about few nanometres, the Hamaker

constant in kBT units reads:47

ADNA=W=NP ¼
3

2

X0
1
n¼0
X1
q¼1

ðDn
DNA=WDn

NP=W Þ
q

q3
ð15Þ

Dn
ab ¼

eaðixnÞ � ebðixnÞ
eaðixnÞ þ ebðixnÞ

ð16Þ

xn ¼ 2p
kBT

�h
n ð17Þ

In eqn (15), (
P0) means that the n = 0 term is multiplied by

one half and the formula is valid if we consider only non

magnetic materials. The sum over n is actually a sum over all

the—temperature dependent—Matsubara frequencies xn, as

given in eqn (17), that can arise in the material. In eqn (16)

ea(ix) is the value of the dielectric function of the medium a

when evaluated at the imaginary frequency ix. A simple

phenomenological model is currently used to infer e(ix) that is:

eðixÞ ¼ 1þ
X
j

dj

1þ xtj
þ
X
j

fj

o2
j þ gjxþ x2

ð18Þ

where dj, tj, fj, gj and oj are material dependent parameters

that are optimized to fit experimental data for each material.

Tables of these parameters for most common metallic and

dielectric materials are available in ref. 47. Unfortunately, as

far as we know, such a table does not exist for DNA at the

frequency domain of interest and we are not aware of a simple

model to predict analytically its dielectric properties. We can

still guess the magnitude of interaction of the VdW interaction

of DNA with a given NP assuming that DNA has dielectric

properties close to the proteins. We use a table taken

from ref. 48 to compute an estimate of the Hamaker constant.
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For gold interacting with DNA through water we find

ADNA/W/GOLD E 8kBT while for protein–DNA interacting

through water we find ADNA/W/PROT E 3 kBT. For silver NPs

interacting with DNA through water, the result is almost

the same as for gold. The Hamaker constants of dielectric

materials are therefore roughly one order of magnitude less

than those of metallic materials. In the following, we therefore

focus on two extreme classes of materials: dielectric ones and

metallic ones whose Hamaker constants are 1 kBT and 10 kBT,

respectively. It has to be mentioned that the medium between

these macromolecules is not really pure water but rather an

electrolyte solution. In this case low frequency terms in

eqn (15) are overestimated and may be screened out by

free charges in solution, decreasing the VdW interaction

magnitude at the same time.

3. Magnitude of VdW interactions with respect to Coulombic

ones for the systems studied here. The objective here is to

determine for which kind of NP the VdW interaction brings

or does not bring qualitative changes to those previously

predicted. That is, characterizing each NP by its surface charge

density, its radius and its dielectric function for imaginary

frequencies, we look for a diagram in which one can determine

whether or not VdW forces are relevant to the system. For

spherical and positively charged particles, the electrostatic

interaction is attractive, so that VdW interactions enhance

this behavior. However, for NPs whose interface is concave

and matches the DNA cylinder, it may be interesting to know

whether the predicted repulsion still holds or else vanishes

because of VdW forces. Moreover, since we are dealing with

very short distances (BÅ) the description of the system in

terms of perfectly separated media is no longer valid. This has

already been pointed out in the literature47 and the abrupt

separation is thought to be responsible for the well known

divergence of the VdW interaction at close contact. To prevent

it, a continuous description of the whole system has been

proposed,49 which shows that electrodynamic interactions do

not diverge and anymore at close contact. In our situation,

water is structured around each macromolecule, so that its

dielectric properties are not the same in these regions. It

somehow allows the dielectric function of the system to vary

continuously from one medium to another. The typical width

of this structured water is about two molecule layers i.e.B5 Å.

In the following, we therefore assume that for distances above

B5 Å, eqn (14) holds and that below this characteristic

length the magnitude of the interaction saturates until close

contact.50 In Fig. 9, we vary the surface charge density and the

size of the NP for each class of material to determine whether

the VdW attraction kills or else preserves the short range

repulsion. In conclusion, the repulsive effect is very robust for

dielectric NPs for a wide range of sizes, whereas for metallic

NPs, it only exists for very small sizes, i.e. below B2 nm. This

actually agrees well with previous observations on protein

chromatography.51

Conclusions

In this study, initially motivated by the observation that the

shape of DNA-binding proteins is often highly complementary

with DNA, we have dissected the physical interaction between

NP and DNA into its most relevant contributions. At the

nanoscale of NP, VdW attraction has been shown to be

weak enough to preserve the short range repulsion recently

evidenced between DNA and proteins, and is summarized in

the predominance diagram in Fig. 9.

This short range repulsion is specific to indented particles

and is a robust property that holds for a large range of

materials and charge densities; dielectric materials being more

prone to this repulsion than metals. Charge regulation for

pH-dependent charge surface density has been considered in

Fig. 9 Predominance diagram of VdW/Coulombic contributions. Plot of stability lines delimiting regions where the electrostatic short distance

repulsion exists or disappears when taking into account VdW interactions. The red line corresponds to dielectric NPs and the green line to metallic

ones. Regions denoted by the number I corresponds to regions where the interaction is still repulsive at short range in spite of the VdW attraction.

Regions denoted by the number II corresponds to the opposite case where the repulsive disappears due to VdW attraction.
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detail and shown to preserve also the essential features of fixed

charge NP. The major determinant of the interaction between

NP and DNA is definitely NP shape.

Positively charged NP with convex shapes and high enough

charge surface densities may stick onto DNA irreversibly,

or at least with a higher affinity than any protein, either

transcription factors or histone-like proteins. This will result

in genotoxic effects due to competitive inhibition. Indeed, such

NPs are used as bactericides16,17 but are generally harmless to

humans (and to eukaryotes in general) because they are

stopped by proteins52 and stored into the lysosomes instead

of entering the nucleus. However, in some cases this protection

mechanism breaks down or is simply overtaken, and genotoxic

effects are likely to occur. Conversely an indented (concave)

NP should not be as harmful because they are prone to short

range repulsion. Finally a convex or concave NP may be also

conveyed by ‘‘trojan NP’’ into the nucleus for a therapeutic

purpose.15

The theory proposed in this paper gives a rationale basis for

discussing the interaction of NP with DNA and attempts to

provide a guide to tailoring NP from observations made on

proteins
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